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If you've ever wondered about the importance of shipping and navigation, think back to the grounding of the Ever Given container ship
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in the Panama Canal in March this year. The ship, stuck fast for ...

Making sure ships, other marine craft find their way
At least 30,000 people in Snohomish County live on saturated soils and sediment that will behave like shaken liquid when a big earthquake hits.
2. Built on pudding: Can modern quake engineering prevail?
QOO 7 Legend is a well-rounded phone with bright and colourful display, plenty of gaming-focused features and long-lasting battery life ...
iQOO 7 Legend: A must-have for serious mobile gamers
Evidence for the earliest invasion of the marine realm by mammals was previously restricted to Eocene (48.6–37.8 Ma) skeletal remains. We report incontrovertible ichnofossil evidence for ...
Earliest evidence of marine habitat use by mammals
Malcom McLean revolutionized transportation with the intermodal container. Read about him in this FreightWaves Classics article.
FreightWaves Classics/Pioneers: Malcom McLean changed the freight world with intermodal containers
This Review provides an overview of computational tools and strategies, from simulation methods to machine learning and reverse-engineering approaches, used for the design of soft materials made from ...
From predictive modelling to machine learning and reverse engineering of colloidal self-assembly
Kevin Cameron responds to a handful of readers regarding two-strokes. Megaphone pipes, transfer port injection, and opposing pistons are just some of the topics.
Answers to Two-Stroke Questions
Vice President Kamala Harris focused on the challenges of the pandemic, climate change and cybersecurity threats during her keynote speech to graduates at the U.S. Naval Academy on Friday, the first ...
Kamala Harris cites challenges of 'fragile' world in Navy speech
1 Sharks and Rays Conservation Program, Mote Marine Laboratory, Sarasota, FL 34236, USA. 2 Department of Biological Sciences, Florida International University, North Miami, FL 33181, USA. 3 Maldives ...
Long-term investment in shark sanctuaries
On a cloudy morning in early May, Diane Wilson lowered herself into a coffin in a boat on the trailer she’d parked to block the entrance to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ office in Galveston, Texas ...
‘Suezmax’ Oil Tankers Could Soon Be Plying the Poisoned Waters of Texas’ Lavaca Bay
Women-owned business, Burns Mailing & Printing, Inc. celebrates 40 year anniversary in Knoxville. KNOXVILLE, TN - Burns Mailing & Printing, Inc. is celebrating 40 years in busines ...
Knoxville Biz Ticker: Women-owned business, Burns Mailing & Printing, Inc. celebrates 40 year anniversary in Knoxville
A mysterious air base is being built on a volcanic island off Yemen that sits in one of the world's crucial maritime chokepoints for both energy shipments and commer ...
Mysterious air base being built on volcanic island off Yemen
Golar LNG has sold its Downstream business to New Fortress Energy, capturing an ROI of 214%. We are bullish the stock with a near-term price target of $16/shr and see multiple catalysts lifting shares ...
Golar LNG: What The Market Is Missing Will Ultimately Push Shares Higher
If you’re ready to buy Sony Bluetooth headphones, keep reading to discover the features of Sony Bluetooth headphones along with our top picks.
Best Sony Bluetooth headphones
South College Bridge Program offers free courses to students entering higher education South College is launching a summer Bridge Program, offering free refresher courses in English and ...
Knoxville Biz Ticker: Comcast joins community organizations to launch 13 Xfinity WiFi-connected “Lift Zones” across greater Knoxville
The Alfa Romeo Giulia GTAm is a car that is more about the past than it is about the future. It's a gas-burning, fender-flared winged beast of a sports sedan whose origins can be traced back to the ...
2021 Alfa Romeo Giulia GTAm Radicalizes the Sports Sedan
According to shipping and offshore data researcher Clarksons Research on Sunday, a total of 44 LPG-fueled vessels totaling 1.06 ... Offshore Engineering and Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine ...
Korean shipbuilders account for over 70% of LPG carrier orders
Modern welding ... project with EUR 1.2 million as part of the "Innovations for the energy transition" energy research program. The research project has a total financial volume of more than ...
Researchers working to further develop monopile production for offshore wind farms
KUALA LUMPUR: Malaysia Marine and Heavy Engineering Holdings Bhd (MHB ... This was due to the limited volume of marine repair projects in the current market as a result of high charter rates ...
MHB posts net loss of RM104.35mil in 1Q
Vice President Kamala Harris focused on the challenges of the pandemic, climate change and cybersecurity threats during her keynote speech to graduates at the U.S. Naval Academy on Friday, the first ...
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